1. He was a computer programmer for Elizabeth Arden, a company he would later refer to as a "vanity factory."  His first band, Flip City, had a country flavor and his 1981 record  ~Almost Blue~ carried a sticker saying, "This album contains Country and Western music and may produce radical reaction in narrow minded people."  He was disgruntled when Linda Ronstadt covered his song "Alison."  For 10 points--name this New Wave singer whose album ~My Aim is True~ also contained "(The Angels Want To Wear My) Red Shoes" and "Watching the Detectives."

answer: Elvis _Costello_ (accept: Declan Patrick _McManus_)

2. Called Bereshit in Hebrew, it has fifty chapters.  The first thirty-four verses are attributed to the P source, while the next twenty-two verses, attributed to the J source, give another mildly contradictory version of the same events.  By chapter 20 a third source E appears, which attempts to portray Abraham in a more positive moral light.  For 10 points--name this book of the Bible which describes the early history of the world.

answer: _Genesis_

3. His coefficients describe the rates of absorption, spontaneous emission, and stimulated emission for a two-level system in a radiation field.  His temperature is h-bar omega over Boltzmann's constant, where omega is the characteristic frequency of oscillators in a solid.  His cross is made up of four images of the same galaxy due to graviational lensing.  His tensor is the Ricci tensor minus one-half the metric tensor times the scalar curvature, and this equals 8 pi times the stress-energy tensor according to his field equations.  For 10 points--name this man who won a 1921 Nobel Prize for his explanation of the photoelectric effect.

answer: Albert _Einstein_

4. His "Prophetic books" began with ~America, A Prophecy~, followed by ~Europe, A Prophecy~ and ~The Book of Urizen~, ~The Book of Ahania~, ~The Book of Los~, and ~The Song of Los~.  In his personal mythology, the creator god Urizen is a dark figure, representing reason and repression and opposed to Orc, the spirit of rebellion manifest in the American and French Revolutions.  Unlike most other English revolutionaries, he hated deism and materialism, holding a religious belief in the Infinite, which mankind could perceive if the doors of perception were cleansed.  For 10 points--name this poet and painter known for ~Songs of Innocence and of Experience~.

answer: William _Blake_

5. 


7. Its significance in the Christian religion dates to a decree by Gregory IV in 834 A.D.  It developed primarily in Scotland and Ireland, where children would play divinatory games to predict which of them would be married, while in England it was largely overshadowed by Guy Fawkes' Day.  Popularized in the United States by Irish immigrants in the late nineteenth century--for 10 points--what combination of a Christian vigil with the Celtic festival of Samhain required that Irish turnips be replaced by native American pumpkins?

answer: _Hallowe'en_ (accept: _All Saint's Day_ before "Scotland")

9. He became a born-again Christian in 1979, but his religious album ~Saved~ was a poor seller and he was heckled by fans when he refused to play pre-Christian material.  Fourteen years earlier, saying "Folk music is a bunch of fat people," he was booed by fans for corrupting folk music with a rock band.  The Weathermen terrorist group drew their name from a line in "Subterranean Homesick Blues" by--for 10 points--what artist who also sang "Don't Think Twice, It's All Right," and "Blowin' in the Wind"?

answer: Bob _Dylan_ (accept: Robert Allen _Zimmerman_)


Democratic Representative Jose Serrano has introduced bills to repeal this in each of the last two sessions of Congress.  It was indirectly a result of World War II, since only Hitler's invasion of the Low Countries persuaded Franklin Roosevelt to break a tradition dating back to George Washington and run against Wendell Willkie.  In 1947 a disgruntled Republican Congress passed--for 10 points--what Constitutional amendment which might force Martin Sheen to leave hit TV show ~The West Wing~ after three more seasons?

answer: the _Twenty-Second_ Amendment
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TOSS-UP

For a 

quick 10 points: dipping a strip of red litmus paper into a liquid that 

turns the paper blue indicates the presence of what often alkaline 

substance?

Answer: __BASE__



TOSS-UP

Although he served only six years on 

the U.S. Supreme Court before his death in 1938, most experts rank him among 

the "great" justices of the Court. For 10 points, name this justice who 

succeeded Oliver Wendell Holmes Jr., who himself is nearly universally rated 

"great" by experts on the Court.

Answer: Benjamin Nathan 

__CARDOZO__



TOSS-UP

It's the author's only published novel, and it dates 

from 1960. A Pulitzer Prize winner made into an Academy Award-winning film, 

its royalties must be substantial, since the writer long ago left her native 

Alabama for a comfortable life in New York City. For 10 points, name this 

so-far only literary effort of Harper Lee.

Answer: __TO KILL A 

MOCKINGBIRD__



TOSS-UP

Greenland is the world's largest island in land area. 

For a quick 10 points-what's the world's second-largest island in land 

area?

Answer: __NEW GUINEA__



TOSS-UP

This 1970 song won five Grammys, and 

the album of the same name won the Grammy for Album of the Year. For 10 

points, name this pop classic introduced to the world by Simon and 

Garfunkel.

Answer: __BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATER__



TOSS-UP

The moon performs 

a solar eclipse by passing between Earth and the sun. For 10 points: from 

the point of view of someone on Earth, what noun other than "eclipse" 

identifies what the sun is experiencing during this event?

Answer: 

__OCCULTATION__



TOSS-UP

Not only did this small South American country host 

the first World Cup of soccer in 1930, it also won that tournament. For 10 

points, name this country that also won the World Cup in 1950.

Answer: 

__URUGUAY__



TOSS-UP 

This author stated that his inspiration for one of his 

novels was from reading a newspaper article on a monkey who, when taught to 

paint, painted the bars of its cage. This is a little strange, considering 

that the novel contains no monkeys and no painters, but is actually the 

pedophilic obsession of the narrator, Humbert Humbert, for the young Delores 

Haze. For 10 points, name the author of the controversial 1955 novel 

Lolita.

Answer: Vladimir __NABOKOV__



TOSS-UP

The Jewish High Holy Days 

begin with the two-day observance of Rosh Hashanah, the Jewish New Year, and 

end with Yom Kippur, the Day of Atonement. For 10 points, if Rosh Hashanah 

begins at sunset on September 21, at sunset of what Gregorian-calendar date 

does Yom Kippur begin?

Answer: __SEPTEMBER 30__



TOSS-UP

A psychiatrist and 

educator, she became the first woman in Italy to earn a medical degree, in 

1894. She is perhaps best remembered for the preschool teaching method she 

developed that emphasizes student self-learning and self-motivation. For 10 

points, name her.

Answer: Maria __MONTESSORI__



TOSS-UP

The original name 

for this type of naval vessel was "dreadnought," and it has always been 

distinguished by large guns and heavy armor. For 10 points, identify this 

vessel that the U.S. Navy always names for U.S. states.

Answer: 

__BATTLESHIP__



TOSS-UP

This Midwestern author and John Updike are the only 

two-time winners of the Pulitzer Prize for fiction. Our subject's two prize 

winners, The Magnificent Ambersons and Alice Adams, were made into 

well-remembered films. For 10 points, identify this writer who dropped his 

original first name of Newton.

Answer: Booth __TARKINGTON__



TOSS-UP

Besides 

all being French and all being caught up in the Revolution in one way or 

another, what else--for 10 points--did Louis XVI, Marie Antoinette, Madame 

Du Barry, Charlotte Corday, Antoine Lavoisier (luh-VWAH-zee-ay), and 

Maximilien Robespierre have in common?

Answer: They all __DIED ON THE 

GUILLOTINE__ or were __GUILLOTINED__

(Prompt for method)









TOSS-UP

Its 

street address is 111 South Michigan Avenue, and representations of many of 

its most famous paintings, including Grant Wood's "American Gothic" and 

Rembrandt's portrait of his father, may be seen in the board game 

"Masterpiece". For 10 points, name this great American museum just off the 

"Magnificent Mile".

Answer: The __ART INSTITUTE OF CHICAGO__



TOSS-UP

This 

British prime minister quickly signified that change was in the works when 

he drove to Buckingham Palace in his own car to receive the royal request to 

form a government, while his predecessor had just departed the Palace in a 

chauffeured limousine. For 10 points, who was this Laborite who defeated 

Winston Churchill and the Conservatives in 1945?

Answer: Clement 

__ATTLEE__



TOSS-UP

A cross between the glockenspiel and the xylophone, this 

instrument invented in 1921 produces a bell-like sound and was made famous 

in jazz music by Lionel Hampton. For 10 points, what is the name of this 

musical instrument?

Answer: __VIBRAPHONE__



TOSS-UP

While attempts have been 

made to beatify (be-AT-ih-fie) several recent popes, only one 20th-century 

pontiff has actually been canonized (CAN-un-ized). For 10 points, what pope, 

born Giuseppe Sarto and who reigned from 1903 to 1914, is among the ranks of 

Roman Catholic saints?

Answer: Saint __PIUS X__



TOSS-UP

Normally, to 

convert a Celsius temperature to one on the Fahrenheit scale, you multiply 

by 9, divide by 5, and add 32. But--for 10 points--what temperature makes 

the use of this formula unnecessary, since it's the same on both 

scales?

Answer: __-40__ degrees



TOSS-UP

A famous painting of a Spanish 

Civil War scene was kept in the U.S. for many years, on the artist's orders. 

For 10 points, name this painting that Pablo Picasso wouldn't allow back in 

Spain until the restoration of democracy there.

Answer: __GUERNICA__ 

(GWAIR-nuh-kuh) (Spain got it back in 1987.)



TOSS-UP

This special chip on a 

computer's motherboard contains simple instructions necessary for the basic 

functions of the computer. Its software communicates with the keyboard and 

monitor and performs other simple activities. For 10 points, name this 

chip.

Answer: __BIOS__ or __BASIC INPUT/OUTPUT SYSTEM__



TOSS-UP

For a quick 

10 points: before assuming his current post as director of Homeland 

Security, Tom Ridge was a congressman from and governor of what state that 

is officially a commonwealth?

Answer: 

__PENNSYLVANIA__



TOSS-UP

Czechoslovakia essentially disappeared in World 

War II, and permanently ceased to exist January 1, 1993, when it peacefully 

split into two states. For 10 points, what is the common two-word name for 

this action that created Slovakia and the Czech Republic?

Answer: The 

__VELVET DIVORCE__



TOSS-UP

He was born in 1803 and graduated from Harvard 

in 1821, and later studied to become a Unitarian minister. In 1832 he 

officially resigned his pastorate. Good thing for readers, because this 

essayist later became one of the leading figures of the American Romantic 

movement in the mid-to-late 1800s. For 10 points, name this writer of 

"Nature" and "Self-Reliance," who died in 1882.

Answer: Ralph Waldo 

__EMERSON__



TOSS-UP

Christopher Columbus first landed in the New World on 

an island he named San Salvador but today known as Watling (WATT-ling) 

Island. For 10 points, to what island nation does Watling now 

belong?

Answer: The __BAHAMAS__



TOSS-UP

No stranger to screen "acting," he 

was cast as the rock-music-hating preacher in the 1986 film "Trick or Treat" 

and he supplied the voice for the Green Fairy in 2001's "Moulin Rouge!" For 

10 points, name this musician who can now be seen playing "The Dad" on the 

MTV series that bears his family's name.  

Answer: Ozzy 

__OSBOURNE__



TOSS-UP

The U.S. Secret Service not only provides presidential 

bodyguards, but continues its original purpose-to investigate a particular 

Federal crime. For 10 points, what crime?

Answer: __COUNTERFEITING__ (It's a 

branch of the Treasury Department.)



TOSS-UP

This poem recently celebrated 

its 114th anniversary.  It has been performed on a stage in Las Vegas or 

Atlantic City, and it has even been performed on "Saturday Night Live."  For 

a quick ten points, names this timeless poem of baseball past set in the 

town of Mudville.

Answer: __CASEY AT THE BAT__









BONUS

On at least two 

notable occasions, a major American political party has become mortally ill 

and put up its last presidential candidate. I'll name a "last 

standard-bearer"; you name his party for 5 points and the election year for 

10 points.



(1)	Rufus King                Answer: __FEDERALIST__s; 

__1816__



(2)	General Winfield Scott    Answer: __WHIG__s; 

__1852__



BONUS

There are snakes that are not only poisonous, but 

frighteningly large, too! For 10 points each, name these big and deadly 

reptiles:



(1)	Growing up to 12 feet long, this pit viper inhabits tropical 

forests of Central and South America.

Answer: __BUSHMASTER__



(2)	Not only 

does this killer of central and southern Africa grow up to 14 feet in 

length, it is known for its devastating speed.

Answer: __BLACK MAMBA__ 

(Prompt for color)



(3)	More properly called the hymadryad (hie-muh-DRY-ad), 

this largest of all poisonous snakes reaches lengths of 16 feet and can be 

found throughout southern Asia.

Answer: __KING COBRA__ (prompt)



BONUS

The 

first African-Americans to hold certain public offices all did so in former 

Confederate states. For 10 points each:



(1)	Joseph H. Rainey became the 

first black member of the U.S. House of Representatives when he was elected 

in 1869 from what state? 

Answer: __SOUTH CAROLINA__



(2)	The U.S. Senate 

seat of a major Confederate leader was filled after the wartime vacancy by 

Hiram R. Revels, who thus became the first African-American senator, 

representing what state in 1870-71?

Answer: __MISSISSIPPI__ (The Confederate 

leader was Jefferson Davis.)



(3) 	Virginia's L. Douglas Wilder always 

described himself as the first elected black governor, so as not to forget 

Pinckney B.S. Pinchback, who for a month in 1872-73 was acting governor of 

what state?

Answer: __LOUISIANA__







BONUS

The Periodic Table of the 

Elements, as drawn by the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory, places 

lanthanum and actinium within the table's main body, so the separate 

lanthanide and actinide series begin with elements not indicative of the 

series names. For 15 points each:

	

(1)	What element, #58, begins the 

lanthanide series and was named for an asteroid discovered shortly before 

the element?

Answer: __CERIUM__ (For Ceres)



(2)	What element, #90, begins 

the actinide series and is named for a Norse god?

Answer: 

__THORIUM__



BONUS

John Steinbeck's novels often took their titles from 

other works. For 10 points each:



(1)	Name the Steinbeck work whose title 

can be found in the lyrics of "The Battle Hymn of the Republic".

Answer: The 

__GRAPES OF WRATH__

		

(2)	What Steinbeck book's title refers to the 

location of the land of Nod, to which Cain was banished after killing his 

brother Abel in the Book of Genesis?

Answer: __EAST OF EDEN__



(3)	Name 

Steinbeck's creation whose title is in the first line of Shakespeare's 

"Richard III".

Answer: The __WINTER OF OUR DISCONTENT__



BONUS

Identify 

these conditions associated with the human eye:



(1)	For 5 points: what 

would be called a boil almost anywhere else on the body is called this if 

located on the inner eyelid.

Answer: A __STY__



(2)	For 10 points: this 

condition results when light entering the eye focuses behind the 

retina.

Answer: __FARSIGHTEDNESS__ or __HYPEROPIA__ or 

__HYPERMETROPIA__



(3)	For 15 points: name the commonest cause of blindness 

in the world, an infectious disease caused by bedsonia (bed-SOH-nee-uh), 

organisms intermediate in size between bacteria and viruses.

Answer: 

__TRACHOMA__ (trah-KOE-muh)



BONUS

The Dominion of Canada was established 

July 1, 1867, and now you know why July begins with Canada Day.

 

(1)	For 10 

points, what act of the British Parliament crated the Dominion and served 

for many years as its constitution?

Answer: The __BRITISH NORTH AMERICA__ 

Act



(2) 	Ontario, then known as Upper Canada, and Quebec, called Lower 

Canada in those days, were two of the four original Canadian provinces. Name 

the other two, for 10 points each.

Answer: __NEW BRUNSWICK__ and __NOVA 

SCOTIA__



BONUS

The four largest moons of Jupiter were discovered in 1609 by 

Galileo. For 5 points each, name them; you'll receive an extra 10 points for 

naming all four.



Answers: __CALLISTO__, __EUROPA__, __GANYMEDE__, 

__IO__



BONUS

The group of writers known as the Beat Generation were a 

controversial bunch. For 10 points each:



Name the title poem of an Allen 

Ginsberg collection that became the

focus of a trial for obscenity.

Answer: 

__HOWL__



(2) 	Name the famous publisher of Howl and Other Poems, and 

longtime owner of San Francisco's City Lights Bookshop.

Answer: Lawrence 

__FERLINGHETTI__ (fur-lin-GET-tee)



(3)	Name this fragmented novel by 

William S. Burroughs that was the subject of an obscenity trial in 

1966.

Answer: __NAKED LUNCH__ 



BONUS

For 15 points each, answer these 

questions about record-low U.S. temperatures.



In 1954, Rogers Pass in this 

Western state recorded the "lowest low" in the contiguous (con-TIG-u-us) 

U.S.: -70 degrees Fahrenheit.

Answer: __MONTANA__ (Alaska has had a 

-80.)



The 1979 "lowest low" in this state has two distinctions: it happened 

at a higher elevation than in any other state; and at 12 degrees Fahrenheit 

is the only state "lowest low" above zero.

Answer: __HAWAII__ (Florida has 

had a -2.)



BONUS

Maxwell or Sherwood? You'll get 10 points for each title 

you can correctly attribute to either Maxwell Anderson or Sherwood 

Anderson.



The play "Winterset."					Answer: MAXWELL Anderson



(2)	The 

short-story collection Winesburg, Ohio.	Answer: SHERWOOD Anderson



(3)	The 

play "What Price Glory?"				Answer: MAXWELL Anderson



(Maxwell Anderson was 

a playwright; Sherwood Anderson was a short-story writer.)



BONUS

Students 

of Greek mythology know the winged horse Pegasus as more than just the 

former corporate symbol of Mobil Oil. For 10 points each:



What mythological 

character finally captured Pegasus?

Answer: __BELLEROPHON__ 

(bell-LAIR-oh-fahn)



The use of Pegasus helped Bellerophon in killing what 

fire-breathing monster with a lion's head, a goat's body and a serpent's 

tail?

Answer: The __CHIMERA__ (kye-MAIR-uh)



BONUS

Opened in 1864, Saratoga 

in upstate New York is America's oldest existing Thoroughbred racetrack, and 

is well-known as the "Graveyard of Favorites." For 15 points each, identify 

these Saratoga spoilers:



Man o' War lost only the 1919 Sanford Memorial 

Stakes in his 21-race career, to this aptly-named rival who was probably 

America's second-best 2-year-old colt at the time.

Answer: __UPSET__



Triple 

Crown winner Gallant Fox lost only one race in his 3-year-old season in 

1930-the Travers Stakes. Today Saratoga's chief prep race for the Travers is 

named for that legendary 100-1 winner.

Answer: __JIM 

DANDY__



















BONUS

Some movie and TV personalities have attended small 

colleges that are well-known to some but obscure to many others. For 10 

points each-given the person and the college, name the state where you'll 

find that school.



	(1)	Paul Newman, Kenyon College.		Answer: 

__OHIO__



	(2)	Ronald Reagan, Eureka College.		Answer: 

__ILLINOIS__



	(3)	Bryant Gumbel, Bates College.		Answer: 

__MAINE__



BONUS

For 10 points each, name these authors who are closely 

identified with the usual settings of their works.



He lives in a mansion in 

his otherwise modest hometown of Archer City, Texas, which he made famous in 

his book The Last Picture Show.

Answer: Larry __McMURTRY__



He won a 

Pulitzer Prize for his novel Ironweed, set-as usual for him-in his hometown 

of Albany, New York.

Answer: William __KENNEDY__



Formerly a crime reporter 

for the Miami Herald, her novels such as Margin of Error and You Only Die 

Twice show a side of south Florida you'll never see in Dave Barry's 

columns.

Answer: Edna __BUCHANAN



BONUS

Only in recent years has the word 

"American" been tacked onto "Mexican" to name the war the U.S. engaged in 

from 1846-48. For 10 points each:



(1) 	Gen. Antonio de Santa Anna and his 

troops were defeated at the Battle of Buena Vista in February 1847 by the 

forces of what U.S. general whose victory helped lead him to the presidency 

back home?

Answer: Zachary __TAYLOR__



(2) 	U.S. troops captured Mexico City 

in September 1847, after a battle on what promontory famous for its 

magnificent castle and the sacrifice of several young Mexican cadets who 

leapt to their deaths from there?

Answer: The Battle of __CHAPULTEPEC__ 

(chuh-PULL-tuh-peck)



(3) 	What February 1848 treaty ended the war and 

Mexico's sovereignty over at least a third of its territory?

Answer: The 

Treaty of __GUADALUPE HIDALGO__ 





BONUS

At the top of a sweeping flight of 

stairs in the Louvre in Paris is one of the most famous of all ancient Greek 

sculptures.



For 5 points, what is the common two-word name of this 

now-headless

and armless statue? 

		Answer: __WINGED VICTORY__



For 10 

points, the statue is a representation of what Greek goddess of 

victory?

Answer: __NIKE__



For 15 points, on what Greek island in the 

northern Aegean Sea was

this statue found in 1875?

Answer: 

__SAMOTHRACE__



BONUS

There will be many tears shed over the Internet, as 

the Cartoon Network has announced that the fourth season of "Ed, Edd, and 

Eddy" will be the show's last. For 10 points each, identify these characters 

from this "Cartoon cartoon".



He has 3 hairs, white teeth, and (though 

originally it was yellow) a green tongue. 

Answer: __EDDY__



He has blue 

hair, green teeth, and a purple tongue.

Answer: __ROLF__



He is the only 

African-American character, and has a wooden sidekick

named Plank. 

Answer: 

__JONNY__ or __JONNY 2X4__ (2 by 4)



BONUS

A great engineering feat 

completed in 1869 inspired one of the most popular operas ever. For 10 

points each:



What is the title of this opera, set in ancient Egypt?

Answer: 

__AIDA__ (eye-EE-duh)



What Italian composer wrote it?

Answer: Giuseppe 

__VERDI__

	

What engineering feat was commemorated by this opera?

Answer: 

The opening of the __SUEZ CANAL__







BONUS

When Brazil moved its capital 

from Rio de Janeiro to Brasilia in 1960, it pioneered the concept of a 

nation developing its interior by moving the government there. For 10 points 

each, name these African nations in various stages of the process:



While 

Lagos (LAY-gahss) remains commercially vital, this country's governmental 

functions seem to have been smoothly transferred to Abuja 

(ah-BOO-jah).

Answer: __NIGERIA__



Yamoussoukro (yah-moo-SOO-kroh) is now 

its official capital, but Abidjan (AH-bid-jahn) is still firmly established 

as the power center.

Answer: __COTE D'IVOIRE__ (COAT dee-VWAR) or __IVORY 

COAST__



This nation seems to have postponed indefinitely its plans to move 

the capital from coastal Dar es Salaam (suh-LAHM) to centrally-located but 

remote Dodoma (doe-DOE-muh).

Answer: __TANZANIA__ 

(tan-zuh-NEE-uh)



BONUS

Some songs have been taken to #1 on Billboard's Hot 

100 by more than one artist, and then there are the #1's that are completely 

different songs with identical titles. Identify these examples of the 

latter, for 10 points each.



No fan of the Eagles and their 1975 #1 ballad 

could mistake it for this bigger 1977 hit by the Emotions.

Answer: __BEST OF 

MY LOVE__



Brenda Lee had a hit of this title in 1960 and, perhaps 

unfortunately, so did John Denver in 1975.

Answer: __I'M SORRY__



This 1966 

Beach Boys classic shares its title with a 1991 single by Marky Mark & the 

Funky Bunch with a significant sampling by Loleatta (loh-LEE-tuh) 

Holloway.

Answer: __GOOD VIBRATIONS__





















BONUS

In the King James 

Version of the Bible, the shortest verse consists of exactly two words.



For 

5 points per word, what are those two words?

Answer: __JESUS__ __WEPT__



For 

10 points, in which of the four Gospels is this verse?

Answer: The Gospel 

according to __JOHN__



For 10 points-all or nothing-name the chapter and 

verse numbers 

involved.

Answer: __11:35__ (Chapter 11, Verse 35)



BONUS

For 

10 points each, identify these films by the "Master of Suspense", Alfred 

Hitchcock:



(1)	Many years before appearing on "St. Elsewhere", Norman Lloyd 

famously fell from the Statue of Liberty in this 1942 flick.

		Answer: 

__SABOTEUR__



(2)	In this 1955 film, Grace Kelly asks Cary Grant while on a 

picnic: "Do you want a leg or a breast?"

Answer: __TO CATCH A 

THIEF__



(3)	This 1976 film about kidnappings for ransoms of jewels instead 

of cash was Hitchcock's last.

Answer: __FAMILY PLOT__



BONUS

In 1817 an 

American traveled to Europe to learn methods of educating deaf children. He 

met a deaf Frenchman who helped him establish the first permanent school for 

the Deaf in America, in Hartford, Connecticut. For 15 points each:



(1) 

	Name this Frenchman, who also helped create American Sign Language. 



Answer: Laurent __CLERC__



(2) 	Identify the American whose name lives on, 

attached to the first			institution of higher learning for the Deaf, in 

Washington, D.C.

Answer: Thomas Hopkins __GALLAUDET__













BONUS

The 

November 2002 elections had many significant results, one of which was a 

shake-up in the leadership of the U.S. House of Representatives. For 10 

points each:

 

(1)	With Tom DeLay moving up to Republican leader as 

expected, what Representative from southwest Missouri will now become 

Republican whip? 

		Answer: Roy __BLUNT__



(2)	Richard Gephardt said no to 

another term as Democratic leader; what California Representative got her 

fellow Democrats to say yes to a promotion from whip? 

		Answer: Nancy 

__PELOSI__



(3)	What Representative from the Maryland suburban area east of 

Washington, D.C., will be the new Democratic whip? 

		Answer: Steny 

__HOYER__



BONUS

While the U.S. and Canada use three-digit telephone area 

codes, some identical codes are used for international direct dialing. For 

10 points each:



The 212 area code serves Manhattan, but is also the country 

code for what North African nation ruled by King Mohammed VI since 

1999?

Answer: __MOROCCO__



New Mexico's 505 area code can also be the 

country code for what Central American nation that was seen as a military 

threat by the U.S. during the Daniel Ortega regime?

Answer: 

__NICARAGUA__

	

972 is both an overlay area code for Dallas and the country 

code for what Middle Eastern nation that uses English as one of its three 

principal languages?

Answer: __ISRAEL__ (Along with Hebrew and 

Arabic)



BONUS

In 1986, Pope John Paul II initiated World Youth Day, a 

gathering of Catholic young people.   World Youth Day is celebrated every 

year on Palm Sunday, one week before Easter Sunday.  Nevertheless, every two 

to three years, a large international gathering is held with participants 

from over 150 countries.  For ten points each, names these host cities for 

World Youth Day.



2002 North America

Answer: __TORONTO__

(2) 2000 

Europe

	Answer: __ROME__

(3) 1987 South America

	Answer: __BUENOS AIRES__


